The XML Some was written using XMetal Some was generated with PERL scripts
We used a prototype of the DDI for aggregate data DDI Section2 Study Description -<stdyDscr source="producer"> <citation source="producer"> -<titlStmt source="producer"> <titl source="producer">2.1.1.1</titl> </titlStmt> <biblCit source="producer">2.1.7</biblCit> <notes source="producer">2.1.9</notes> </citation> -<stdylnfo source="producer"> <subject source="producer"> < keyword source="producer">2.2.1.1</keyword> <topcClas source="producer">2.2.1.2</topcClas> </subject> <abstract source="producer">2.2.2</abstract> -<sumDscr source="producer"> <timePrd source="producer" event="single">2.2.3.1</timePrd> <geogCover source=="producer">2.2.3.4</geogCover> <anlyUnit source="producer"> 2.2.3.6</anlyUnit> <universe source="producer" clusion="I">2.2.3.7</universe> <dataKind source="producer">2.2.3.8</dataKind> </sumDscr> </stdylnfo> -<method source="producer"> -<dataColl source="producer"> <timeMeth source="producer">2.3.1.1</timeMeth> <frequenc source="producer">2.3.1.3</frequenc> </dataColl> </method> </stdyDscr> </codeBook> is an iterative process
